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Enjoy wonderful sea views on this delightful stretch of the
Pembrokeshire Coast Path. Jo Vaughan leads the way...

CLIFF-TOP

TREAT
SOMETIMES I wonder if we don’t

use the Club’s Certificated Location
network enough. Take the wonderful

Bwlford CL in Pembrokeshire. It’s close to
all the tourist spots in the region, quiet,
friendly and has electric hook-ups – yet
there was just one other caravan for
company over the Easter weekend!

There’s plenty to do in the area,
although the roads are a little narrow 
for larger motor caravans – however, 
I did manage to drive a Swift coachbuilt
to Martin’s Haven, from where there 
are not only wonderful walks, but 

also super beaches and boat trips for
seal watching.

I’ve selected a circular route around 
the cliff tops which, although strenuous in
places, is one of the more gentle stretches
of the Pembrokeshire Coast Path, making
it accessible to most.

If you would prefer to laze on an almost
deserted beach, then park at Marloes
Mere, where Marloes Sands is just a short
(if steep) walk away. The sands are golden,
you’re sheltered by the cliffs and there 
are rockpools to keep the kids happy. 
Be careful though – there’s no lifeguard.

❖

Ordnance Survey
Landranger Map 98

CENTRE ACTIVITIES
Extend your stay in
Pembrokeshire by finding out
whether a Centre rally is
taking place in the area. 
To search, log onto
caravanclub.co.uk/rallies.

>>

INFORMATION
Club site: Bwlford CL, Bulford Road, Johnston,
Haverfordwest, Dyfed SA62 3ET 
(Sites Directory, p545). Call 01437 891151 or 
see caravanclub.co.uk/searchandbook. 
Facilities: electric hook-up, water, emptying 
point, hardstanding.
Distance: 5.7 miles/9.1km
Terrain: cliff-top paths
Number of stiles: 0
Essential equipment: Ordnance Survey Explorer
OL36 – South Pembrokeshire
Level of difficulty: moderately strenuous
Refreshments: ice creams are available in
the hut just before the car park
Toilets: by the exhibition hut
Directions and parking:
Martin’s Haven National
Trust Car Park (£6 all day;
NT members free). The car
park is signposted from the
village of Marloes. 
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7After some distance you’ll reach a
wooden bollard with a ‘Danger –

Falling Rocks’ sign ahead. You are then
pointed slightly right away from the
coastline towards the corner of a fence
marked with an acorn sign. Here, veer
left to follow the trodden footpath
through the field towards the watch
tower on the horizon in front of you
(you’re still roughly following the line 
of the cliff).

8Soon you return to the original 
cliff-top path as you work your 

way around to the car park, which you
can now see on your right. Go through
the wooden gate and across the small
bridge, then follow the ‘acorn’ left until
you reach the National Trust sign for
‘Deer Park’. If you wish to lengthen the
walk, go through the gate ahead and 
walk along the next bit of headland 
up to the viewing tower; but we are
heading through the gate and
immediately turning right to follow 
the stone wall back towards the
exhibition hut and toilets.

9Pass through the kissing gate on your
right and head straight up the road,

back to the car park.

The Caravan 
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recommends the

use of Ordnance

Survey maps – your

ideal passport t
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navigating 
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DIRECTIONS

1Turn left out of the car park, walking
down the road for a short distance.

Turn right when you reach the tall stone
walls and wooden gate, following an arrow
with an acorn on it. Pass the small Skomer
Marine Nature Reserve exhibition hut on
your left and head towards the sea.

2When you reach the pebbled cove, just
after the orange life-ring on your right,

turn right up some steps (following acorn
signpost and yellow arrow). Continue past
the ‘West Hook Farm National Trust’ sign
along the well-trodden path. Keep going
until you pass through a wooden gate and
then continue along the footpath. As you

enjoy the beautiful views of the beach to
your left, go through another wooden gate.

3Continue until you reach the
‘Marloes – 1 mile’ signpost, following it

right, heading away from the sea. Then
turn right at the T-junction, again heading
away from the coast. Keep going until you
pass through a wooden gate. Turn right
along the road and continue, ignoring the
public footpath on your left.

4Just before a white house, take the
narrow, unmarked gravel lane on your

left. Continue until you reach the car park
(suitable for smaller motor caravans and
cars and perfect for the beach). Walk
through this car park and, at the road,
(where, if you’re lucky there might be an
ice-cream van) turn left, following the 
‘To the Beach’ sign. 

5Very soon, at a gate that is marked 
‘No Vehicles or Motorbikes’, turn right

and walk along the gravel footpath.
Continue until you approach the beach,
where you will see a public footpath sign.
Right takes you back along the cliff tops
which is the route you want to take – but
can I advise a meander along the beach
first? It’s well worth it.

6 Ignore the footpath sign around to the
right, instead continuing ahead along

the cliff line. Eventually pass through a
kissing gate and go straight ahead, still
following the coastline.


